
This snapshot
report is a
black-and-white
ISO9000-compliant
quality proof for
production.

EXTRUSION PACK² provides
continuous data acquisition without an
additional PC. You compose the
process values to be acquisitioned on
the screen. Data compression is via
automatic mean value formation,
however, integrated peak value
memories ensure that nothing

remains undiscovered.  Moreover, a
snapshot report and an alarm report
complete the process and production
data acquisition.

All report types can be output on a
printer or on floppy in the built-in drive,
or via the interface for a host
computer.

The partnership between
Resotec and Mitsubishi is a
virtually ideal alliance:

Resotec as a recognized
carrier of know-how in the
field of automation for
plastics processing
machinery and a leader in
operating and visualization
technology, and  Mitsubishi
Electric as a ‘Global Player’,
among the worldwide leading
companies of control
technology, drive technology
and robotics.

The global presence of
Mitsubishi supports the
worldwide usability of
EXTRUSION PACK² systems
and creates the basis for the
extruder manufacturers’ and
users’ confidence.

EXTRUSION PACK² systems
are the visible result of this
partnership. Four different
powerful basic versions
cover the overall range of
application for extruder
technology. Maximum
standardization permits a
very attractive price level.

Other innovative solutions
for plastics processing, e.g.
injection moulding, foil
production, and blow
moulding are also available.

More information is also
available on systems for

● thickness control,
● injection pressure control,
● electric drives,
● material handling.

We provide exactly the
automation platform you
need for your application.

The Resotec – Mitsubishi
cooperation in the field of
plastics processing is much
more than only the addition
of both partners’ abilities and
competences – it’s ability and
competence raised to the
power of two.
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The
Concept

Easy and safe operation via colour
screen with touch and keyboard

Integrated operating level with ergonomic
speed adjustment via rotary pulse transducer

4-256 configurable
temperature zones

Synchronous control
of 1-6 drivesOptional extension of the number

of temperature zones and of the
number of drives

Integration of
feeding systems

Automatic line start-up and
stopping via configurable
ramps (teach-in)

Continuous monitoring of
quality-relevant process values

Configurable
control functions

On-line language selection

Host computer and
printer connection via
serial interfaces

Remote monitoring and error
diagnosis via modem

PLASTICS PLASTICS
The flexible control system for your extruder line



Simply configure your system - don’t waste your time
on programming
Whether your activity is in the
extrusion of profiles or boards, or
whether you produce granulate,
EXTRUSION PACK² can be
configured quickly for the needs of
your extruder line. Easiest

operating procedures are used to
show the actual line configuration
on the screen of your operating
unit. Without any programming
expenditure!

A unique, highly performing package
comprising a modern operating unit, a
state-of-the-art control system and
perfectly customized, powerful
application software makes
EXTRUSION PACK² a ready-to-use
solution.

Optimum mixture of intuitive touch and concrete
keyboard operation

The start-up page informs the operator on
the most important process values, current
line configuration and control deviations of
the temperature zones. The bar in the lower
part of the page includes the keypads for
quickly selecting the desired operating
groups.

On the operating page for temperature
settings, your temperature settings can be
made according to the procedures known
from individual controllers, instead of
entering them into tables.

Up to four process values can be shown in a
diagram on the trend graph operating page.
Two y axes and the selectable time axis
provide increased clarity of display.

EXTRUSION
PACK2

Software
Tools

MINI BASIC COMFORT PROFESSIONAL

Recordable
process values

4 8 max. 12 max. 26

Variable-speed
drives

1 2/3 3/4 4-10

Number of
temperature zones

1-8 10-20 10-30 max. 256

Configurable
control loops

1 1 1-3 1-20

Recipe
storage

10 recipes
internal

internal/
floppy

internal/
floppy

internal/
floppy

Integrated
reports

- 3 3 3

Screen ¼ VGA b/w ¼ VGA b/w
or colour

VGA colour VGA colour

Integrated manual
operating level

- optional optional yes

Performance data

EXTRUSION PACK² can be
adapted to the configuration of
the overall extruder line within a
minimum of time. No need for
reprogramming the software. You
save considerable time and
money.

Four EXTRUSION PACK²
performance classes cover all fields of
extrusions, from the compact single
extruder to the complex multiple
coextrusion line.

We have also thought of maintaining
the possibility of specific software
modifications by the user. Our
easy-to-use software tools meet the
IEC1131-3 standard.

Apart from increasing the ease of
operation, the optimum mixture of
intuitive touch and concrete
keyboard operation also ensures
safer operation.

Robust operating units in different
sizes feature a unique combination of
touch and keyboard operation, thus
facilitating quick and safe operation of
the extruder line.

Intuitive operating sequences such as
quick selection of screen pages are
provided via simple touch orders.
Set-point entry via the keyboards
below the screen is quick and safe.

Another important feature of the
EXTRUSION PACK² series is the
optional integrated manual operating
level for extruder motor and other
drives, which definitely realizes central
operation of the line. Minimum
expenditure for installation and wiring
together with an attractive
appearance ensure that no wishes
are left open.

The user of EXTRUSION PACK² can always modify or extend
the contained software packages. For this purpose, the
EXTRUSION PACK² series uses open software standards.

The following software tools are necessary:
MELSEC MEDOC plus or IDR-BLOK for the control system,
VISU4WINners for the operating and visualization units.
Various training courses for the tools are offered.

PLASTICS




